Armenian-Americans

Library materials


**Call Number:** E184 .A7 W499

---

Egyptian-Americans

Library materials


**Call Number:** TX715 .W5 2000


**Call Number:** D57 .R73 1830


**Call Number:** D57 .R73 1845


**Call Number:** F148.7 1835 T CASE

---

Articles appearing Western Pennsylvania History Magazine/Pittsburgh History Magazine


---

Archival Collections

**Cooper Family Papers, 1943-1978.**

Papers include correspondence, financial materials, estate materials, photographs, travel itineraries and other sundry materials, primarily documenting the lives and careers of Sarah Bedinger Cooper and her son, Wade Cooper in Africa and Mauritius.
**Greek-Americans**

Library materials

*The Greek Classroom in the Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh.* Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1942.

**Call Number:** LD6012 .N277 G793


**Call Number:** DE7 .P73 CASE d


**Call Number:** DF229 .T5 S6 1855 CASE


**Call Number:** D20 .Y56 f v. 1-3

---

**Articles appearing Western Pennsylvania History Magazine/Pittsburgh History Magazine**


---

**Iranian-Americans**

Library materials


**Call Number:** R154 .P328 A3 1998

Lebanese-Americans

Library materials

**Call Number:** BX4713.51 .US S25 1987 f

**Call Number:** TX725 .S9 S4 1978

*Southwestern Pennsylvania.* California: Museum of Southwestern Pennsylvania, California State College, 1981-.
**Call Number:** F146 .S726 q

*The Syria-Lebanon Classroom in the Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh.* Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1943.
**Call Number:** LD6012 .N277 S995

Archival Collections

Lebanese Dance Practice [photo].
**Call Number:** GPC Box 5 Folder 50

Marie Smith Genealogy with Photographs and Copy Negatives.
**Call Number:** 1994.0242

Menu from Samreny’s Restaurant, c1975.
**Call Number:** MFF 1786

Samreny Photographs and Negatives, c1950.
**Call Number:** 1995.0006

Syrian-Americans

Library materials

*The Syria-Lebanon Classroom in the Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh.* Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1943.
**Call Number:** LD6012 .N277 S995
Articles appearing Western Pennsylvania History Magazine/Pittsburgh History Magazine


Archival Collections

Ali Baba Restaurant Menu, 1982
Call number: MFF 307

Feghali, Joseph (Rev.)
Call number: Obituary Files.

Photographs of St. George’s Syrian Orthodox Church, 1924 and 1952
Call Number: 1994.0304

Turkish-Americans

Library materials

Call Number: D568.4 .L4 1936 q

Thompson, Charles. Travels through Turkey in Asia, the Holy Land, Arabia, Egypt, and Other Parts of the World. Pittsburgh: William D. Wilson, 1835.
Call Number: F148.7 1835 T CASE

Archival Collections

Program and Photographs for the Turkish and Swiss Nationality Room Dedications, 2012.
Call Number: 2012.0056

Middle East

Library Materials

Call Number: F148.5 .H25 d
Articles appearing Western Pennsylvania History Magazine/Pittsburgh History Magazine


Archival Collections

**Hillman, Ernest, Jr.**

**Call number:** Obituary Files.

**Youth Institute for Peace in the Middle East Records, 1977-1984.**

The Youth Institute for Peace in the Middle East collection includes various pamphlets, newsletters (Crossroads) and brochures addressing the issue of conflict in the Middle East.

**Call Number:** MFF 0262